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Foreword

W hat would the priority be for the maritime law enforcement

agency to build, in terms of the patrol frigates or the patrol boats,

and how to achieve the best equilibrium point?  As the argument

continues for years, no  answers seem to reach a conclusion.  Yet to

avoid of jeopardizing the theoretical discussions as an empty debate,

the evolvement of the patrol frigate and vessel models manned by

the maritime law enforcement agency, ranging from the jurisdic-

tion of the Water Police Patrol Squad (WPPS), to the 7th Surveil-

lance Police Head Squad (SPHS), to the Bureau of Water Police

(BWP), to the present day’s Executive Yuan Coast Guard Adminis-

tration (CGA) ,comes under review. It is useful for studying the

issue as to which should be launched first.

The evolvement of the agencies and the vessels

(which were collectively referred to as the “Patrol Vessels” prior to the

jurisdiction of the BWP, and have only been referred to as the “Defense

Patrol Vessels” since the set up of the CGA)

1. At the time when the Taiwan provincial WPPS, Tamshui, was

dismantled (Jan. 1, 1990):

A total of three 35-T frigates had been allocated.

2. At the time when the 7th SPHS was dismantled (July 16, 1998):

A total of 83 ships covering the 30-T, 35-T, 50-T, 55-T, and 60-T

and 100T patrol vessels and escort vessels had been allocated.

3. At the time when the BWP was dismantled (February 1, 2000):

A total of 86 vessels, encompassing the 30-T, 35-T, 50-T, 55-T, 60-

T and 100-T patrol vessels and escort vessels had been allocated.

4. At the time of CGA, Executive Yuan.  (March 10, 2005):

A total of 166 vessels, encompassing the 20-T, 30-T, 35-T, 50-T,

55-T, 60-t, 100-T patrol ships, and the 500-T, 600-T, 700-T, 900-T

and 1800-T frigates, escort vessels, rescue vessels, and sludge re-

moval vessels have been allocated.

From the jurisdiction of theWPS, the 7thSPHS, to the BWP, the in-

stitution were reorganized several times.  It is by reason of the changing

times, and the remarkable performances of the agencies in many fields,

such as   playing a vital role in disaster and drowning rescue, enforcing

the nation’s sea territories etc., which were acknowledged by the gov-

ernment and the people alike.  A further examination reveals that the

enforcement tools of lightweight patrol vessels under 100 tons had

largely been used at that time.  It was very much in evidence at perfor-

mances by the smaller vessels. They have greatly contributed to the

agency’s growth, expansion and reorganization.

It is not until the formal inception of the CGA on January

28, 2000, have eight anti-trafficking vessels which belonged to

the Head Bureau of Tariff and Excise, Ministry of Finance, been

revamped under the agency have large-scale frigates officially becom-

ing part of the agency’s fleet formation.
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The classification of frigates and vessels

What constitutes as frigate and what as vessel?  The criteria gov-

erning the “Reference criteria for manpower allocation of various grades

of frigates and vessels” as promulgated by a CGA memorandum to the

Bureau of Personnel Administration (BPA) could better illustrate the

terminology,

1. Patrol frigates:  Which are distinguished into the large-scale,

mid-scale and small-scale patrol frigates.

(1) Large-scale patrol frigates:  frigates with a total tonnage rated

over 1,000 tons and  less than 10,000 tons.

(2) Mid-scale patrol frigates:  frigates with a total tonnage rated

over 500 tons and less than 1,000 tons.

(3) Small-scale patrol frigates:  frigates with a total tonnage rated

over 200 tons and less than 500 tons.

2. Patrol vessels:  which are distinguished into the large-scale,

mid-scale and small-scale patrol vessels.

(1) Large-scale patrol vessels:  vessels with a total tonnage rated

over 50 tons and less than 200 tons.

(2) Mid-scale patrol vessels:  vessels with a total tonnage rated

over 20 tons and less than 50 tons.

(3)Small-scale patrol vessels:  vessels with a total tonnage rated

less than 20 tons.

The term “patrol frigate” referred herein pertains to vessels with a

total tonnage rated over 200 tons, and that for patrol vessel per-

tains to vessels with a total tonnage rated over 20 tons and  less

than 200 tons.

The characteristics of the lightweight patrol vessel

What contributes the lightweight patrol vessels to perform outstand-

ingly with exceptional yields during the administration of the 7th SPHS

and theBWP?

1. The lightweight patrol vessels are ideal for patrolling the area of

coastal and near coastal waters

All the time, what the local population knows of Taiwan is of

thegreat  blue Pacific Ocean to the east, and the far-reaching East-

ern China Sea to the north.  Yet under the realistic circumstances

that Japan continues to control the areas of the Naha Island, east

of Ilan, and the Senkaku Island, offshore of Keelong, the sea ter-

ritories that Taiwan could truly claim are rather limited.  This,

coupled with less than 100 nautical miles of Taiwan Strait to our

west, and the 80 nautical miles of overlapping economic sea ter-

ritories between Taiwan and Philippines from Erluanbi, Pingdong

to the Philippines Batan Archipelagoes’ Yannis Island does ren-

der Taiwan’s sea territorial development to be rather confined.

The geographical areas that are effective controlled by Taiwan

government mainly include the mainland Taiwan, Penghu,

Kinmen, Matsu, Dongsha and Nansha Pacific islands, and off-
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shore islands annexed to the Taiwan main island.  The geogra-

phy where Taiwan is situated shows the vicinity around Taiwan,

Penghu, Kinmen and Matsu lack a sea territorial margin of 400

nautical miles.  In other words, of the “Republic of China’s Terri-

torial Sea and Adjacent Area Law”, the “Republic of China Ex-

clusive Economic Sea Territories and Continental Reef Adminis-

tration Law” promulgated on January 21, 1998, by theory Taiwan’s

sea territories could reach as far as all sea territories specified by

the exclusive economic zone and the continent reef legal

provisions, or even extending out to the high sea.  Yet practical

implementation continues to revolve around a 24 nautical mile

radius at the near-coastal and costal areas, which makes light-

weight patrol vessels ideal to do what they do the best.

2.The past missions have been rather simplistic compared to the

present tasks

An ominous trend in coast guard operations is marked by an in-

creasingly complex maritime affairs and increasingly heavier

responsibilities.

The authority of the 7th SPHS by law entails supporting the secu-

rity inspection, crackdown against illicit trafficking of artillery,

explosives, and narcotics; curtailing human trafficking and facili-

tating trafficking clampdown within a six nautical mile range of

coastal commercial and fishing ports and in and around estuaries.

The authority of the BWP entails more than supporting the Coun-

cil of Agriculture’s fishery escort fleet to carry out deep sea fish-

ery policing work, and is mainly responsible for safeguarding the

nation’s sovereignty waters, territorial waters, adjacent areas, re-

stricted and banned waters.  Whose duties encompass more than

maritime crime investigation, policing and safeguarding but also

in maritime transport order control and maintenance, maritime

rescue, marine disaster rescue, maritime dispute mediation, fish-

ery escorting, marine resources maintenance, oceanic environment

protection and conservation etc.  The scope of duty enforcement

is deemed straightforward and simplistic enough to warrant the

lightweight patrol vessels to truly excel in their intended pur-

poses and functions.

The authority of the CGA has greatly been expanded, in that the

content of duty execution has been greatly increased. Because of

the impact of the communist China mended ocean policy, such

as its maritime policy that pushes its rule from near coast to the

deep sea, coupled with a frequent intrusion of intelligence ships

and ocean surveying boats tapping in and around Taiwan’s terri-

torial waters.  Besides, the role of the CGA has been changed tre-

mendously from supporting status to active status owing to some

other missions including maritime rescue, ocean pollutions, ma-

rine resources, traffic order maintenance and so forth.  There is a

need for larger scale frigates more so than ever before.
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100 3 .The lightweight patrol vessels are sufficient to exert counterattacks

as criminal carriers in and around Taiwan’s sea territories remain

largely small-scale boats, vessels and rafts rated under 100 tons.

Maritime criminals rely  mostly on transportation vehicles (TV),

and noticeably the CTR, CTS, CT2, CT3 and CT4 Some fishing

vessels roving in Taiwan’s sea territories make up the mainstream

of the criminal’s transport vehicles, in which CTR being the pow-

ered fishing rafts; CTS being the powered sampans; CT2 being

boats rated over 10 tons but under 20 tons; CT3 being boats rated

over 20 tons and under 50 tons; CT4 being boats rated over 50

tons and under 100 tons.  The bow height, draught, boat speed

and size of the foresaid mainstream criminal vessel types are simi-

lar to those of the lightweight patrol vessels.  It is very conve-

nient for the lightweight patrol vessels to do jobs in terms of ship

crossing, boarding, and cracking down crimes.

4. Other advantages:

(1) The lightweight patrol vessels are compact, lightweight and

 with a light draught.  They can take advantage of safely go-

ing in and out of all commercial and fishing ports of Taiwan.

(2) Not only the lightweight patrol vessels are versatile in defensive

and offensive tactics but they can be deployed rather quickly

and secure placement at a low speed, whose mobility, deploy-

ment capabilities and infiltration are unparalleled by mid and

large sized vessels that could easily be spotted by surveillance

equipment.

(3)Thanks to the slow deployment, yet with sensitive communications

equipment, coupled with effective radio transmission

maneuver, the lightweight patrol vessels are less prone to be

discovered by illegal group boats and rafts.

(4)The lightweight patrol vessels benefit from the swift building

process, the low cost, economical maintenance, and a compact

staff need.

(5)The lightweight patrol vessels can be operated with high or low

speed. They are equipped with sensitive communications

facilities, and can carry out team duties as well as indepen-

dent operations.
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Approaches to Force Planning 

Analysis and overview:

1.The past

In roughly over a decade’s time form the 7th SPHS to theBWP; the

maritime enforcement agencies do not have the advantages of sur-

veillance in air.  The lightweight patrol vessels had been faithful in

the performance of their duties because they met the requirements

of the time being, for example, a large fleet, the low-cost, high

adequacy, high mobility ships, a small number of duty personnel

carrying out duties in groups or independently, built or replaced as

a whole locally.    They remain the force that the sea criminals are

afraid of, and serve as a major orientation in revamping Taiwan’s

maritime law enforce agencies’ carriers.

2.The future

Thechoices of building patrol frigates or patrol vessels are entirely

determined by the national objectives.  For instance, the Chinese

regime’s near coast defense strategy of flying, diving and quick had

been built on the early military mobilization concept.  Among them,

quick refers to torpedo fast boats.  While the strategy of Chinese

government has been changed to far-sea operation, the objective of

shipbuilding is to build escort vessels.  In other words, it tied in

with the national objectives, mission orientation, and scope of op-

erations whether to build large-scale frigates or not.  The categori-

zation of the planning methods copied out of the material of U.S.

Navy War College” Approaches to force planning” is as follows,

(1)The broad-perspective orientation

A broad perspective of shipbuilding planning method oriented

frigates or vessels pertains to the feasibility national objectives

designed by the government first.  For instance, it needs to first

define how best to enforce environmental pollution crackdown,

maintain marine resources, rescue maritime distress, or how best

to crackdown the outlaws, infiltrate the criminals, and enforce its

sovereignty and demonstrate the national strength as the core

value, whereby the CGA is currently referring to these objectives

for drafting a frigate/vessel building strategy that supports such

objectives.

(2)The present-status orientation

The method primarily pertains to focusing on how the current

Coast Guard frigates, vessels and manpower would suffice to meet

its current mission requirements.  It has a major advantage of

being practical.   Being that the development process it does not

take into account of future evolvement.during the development

process

(3)The conceivable orientation

This pertains to determining the possible scenarios as the basis of

patrol frigate/vessel building, in which the scenario requirements

are often determined by time and location elements, and

thecapabilities of the CGA as well.  For instance, by defining that

the sufficient manpower has to appear the place and manage to

control the situation within a 30 minutes time when the report of

criminal or maritime disaster case received within the range of
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24 nautical mile from the shore.  , According to these scenarios,

the number of frigates, vessels and boats required can be planned

by the CGA

(4)The threat orientation

T h i s  m e t h o d  p r i m a r i l y  p e r t a i n s  t o  a s s e s s i n g  t h e

criminal’scapability, such as what the number  density, function,

speed and tonnage of criminal’s vehicles are.  By which, f the

threats of criminals can be recognized.  The break-even point in

terms of power between the authorities and the criminals has to

be taken into account first.

(5)The mission orientation

This method is designed on the basis of missionrequired.  To ful-

fill the mission is its goal.   , To complement or satisfy the mission

requirements is it’s key point concerned In other words, when

focusing on maritime law enforcement as the core objective, the

Coast Guard agency would develop a principle of building pa-

trol frigates and vessels, whereas when focusing on maritime

rescue, pollution removal and fishery resource maintenance, the

agency would focus on building functional frigates and vessels,

rescue vessels, pollution removal vessels and escort ships.

(6)The technology-led orientation

By means of tech advantage, this method pertains to develop high-

tech equipments to to substitute or compensate frigate and ves-

sel building, i.e. substituting frigate/vessel sea search and patrol

with aircraft or radar intelligence gathering systems.

(7)The finance-led orientation

This  is a budget-led plan.  The percentage of total budget of CGA,

going to be paid for shipbuilding, is decided before the plan made.

The frigates and vessels. required could be planned and built ef-

fectively within the budget allocated.
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Conclusion

To gauge the quality of operations of the maritime duty enforce-

ment and the availability of the vehicles performing the duties would

emerge as one of the crucial factors.  Assuming that the current missions,

objectives and scenarios of maritime law enforcement remain

unchanged, a general direction of shipbuilding about the water-surface

duty carriers would call for a large volume of lightweight patrol vessels,

specifically  “A variety of high-performance, low-speed motioned ves-

sels fitted with effective command and communication facilities that

The model of light quick vessels made domestically can go in and out

of the mid-sized fishing portson the periphery of  Taiwan, with the ca-

pability of high and low speed motion, the facilities of effective com-

mand and communication, and the feature of  being easily maintained

d and converted.

Meanwhile, large-scale frigates with a longer range of sea mobility,

wave resistance, navigability, and intelligence gathering can effectively

support smaller scale vessels, which ought to be built given national

finance permits and coordinated to mission requirements.  We should

be prudent for  not  falling into the myth in terms of building  a large-

scale frigate fleet.  We need not to join the argument about Taiwan should

have whatever  Japan and the U.S. already .   It is a perfect ideal and

daydream for the staff of CGA to spend a large sum of budget for build-

ing large-scale patrol frigates with diverse function. Yet it is better to

understand first what the large-scale frigates can do, and where should

its position lies, how many and at what tonnage?  With the government’s

finance and manpower resource dwindling over the years, the choice

for building and overhauling either large-scale frigates or small scale

vessels should be tied to discern the state objectives, mission orientation,

scope of duty performance.  In other words, devising a suitable patrol

frigate/vessel fleet does rest on arriving at an equilibrium point among

the policy, strategy, risks, threats, finances and planning.  Judging from

Taiwan’s current scenarios, taking into account national finance that

permits (the finance orientation), and coordinated with the local tech-

nology and industrial know-how (the technology orientation), would

emerge as a viable means for devising and overhauling the agency’s

future needs (the perceivable orientation) in patrol frigates and vessels.

(The author is the vice director of the Bureau of Northern Region Patrol)




